
LNCA Accessibility Statement Requirement for Public Websites 

 

1) Accessibility Statement page 

Each public website must add a page on the site including the LNCA accessibility statement. This 
statement states that Legrand is making efforts to maintain and increase the accessibility of its 
Digital Properties to ensure that persons with disabilities have full and equal access, solicits 
feedback from visitors to the Digital Properties on how the accessibility of the Digital Properties 
can be improved, and includes an accessible means of submitting accessibility questions and 
problems, including an email address and phone number to contact representatives 
knowledgeable about digital accessibility and offer feedback. 

 

2) Link to Accessibility Statement 

A link to the accessibility statement page must be included in the universal footer of the website. 
The link should be displayed at the beginning of a screen reader user’s experience, such as by 
using index values placed on aria labels so that screen readers perceive the link to the Accessibility 
Statement as if it were located at the top of the homepage. The link should include alternative 
text which reads, “Click to view our Accessibility Statement or contact us with accessibility-related 
questions.” 

 

3) Distribution 

A copy of the Accessibility Statement should be provided to all employees responsible for digital 
content, customer/technical support agents, and to any third-party digital content providers. 

 

4) Copy for Accessibility Statement page on websites: 

Legrand Accessibility Statement 

Legrand is committed to providing a website that is accessible to the widest possible audience, 
regardless of technology or ability. It is our aim to meet or exceed the requirements of the Web 
Content Accessibility Guidelines 2.1 AA standard (WCAG 2.1 AA). We have engaged a reputable 
third party accessibility consulting company to conduct an accessibility audit of our website and 
provide us with specific recommendations that will assist us in ensuring our site conforms with 
the recognized WCAG 2.1 AA standard. 

Please understand that our efforts are ongoing as we implement the relevant improvements to 
meet WCAG 2.1 AA guidelines. This will be accomplished diligently over time.  

Accessibility Contact Information 

If you had difficulty accessing any part of this site or the content within it, if you have specific 
questions or concerns about the accessibility of this site, or if you wish to provide any feedback 
relating to site accessibility, please contact us at [insert accessibility coordinator email and phone 
number]. 


